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When?

Aloe vera has been known for its beneficial, health-supporting properties for thousands of years1. It is a wealth 
of active compounds that support the functioning of the body on many levels. This action is strengthened by 
honey and oregano.

DuoLife Aloes is a dietary supplement based on natural ingredients and intended to be used as a support 
for people:
 Ý wishing to maintain youthful looks, normal body 

weight and vitality;
 Ý weakened, during periods of physical and mental 

exhaustion;
 Ý suffering from gastrointestinal disorders;

 Ý suffering from recurring infections, badly healing 
wounds;

 Ý convalescents;
 Ý elderly people/seniors.

How?

DuoLife Aloes contains not only the juice and pulp of aloe vera from Mexico, but also beneficial honey and 
healthy oregano herbal extract - all these ingredients are natural sources of antioxidants2-4.

DuoLife Aloes – usage: 
25-50 ml/day, before meal.

Ingredients: aloe juice with pulp, multiflower honey, oregano herb extract, acidity regulator – citric acid. 
Aloin content (ppm) <1ppm.

Do not exceed the recommended daily intake. The product should not be used as a substitute for a 
varied diet. Balanced diet and a healthy lifestyle are the basis for proper functioning of human body.

How valuable is aloe vera? 

Very! Its multidirectional health-supporting effect cannot be overestimated!
 Ý Antioxidants contained in the pulp and juice of this plant support the functioning of the heart and blood 

vessels, help to maintain proper cholesterol levels2,5. 
But this is just the beginning of the advantages of aloe vera! 

DuoLife ALOES - 100% natural dietary supplement, created for pe-
ople caring for their condition, vitality, youthful looks and beautiful 
body. A combination of aloe juice and pulp with honey and oregano, 
to support functions of the gastrointestinal tract, the immune sys-
tem, the liver and the kidneys. Over 200 active ingredients, including 
valuable antioxidants, amino acids, vitamins and minerals, to keep 
the body and the mind in a perfect shape.

DuoLife Liquid Form Dietary Supplement

Aloes



*LADME – is an English abbreviation describing processes to which an active substance is subjected in the body: 
release from the preparation form -> absorption into a bloodstream -> distribution in the body -> metabolism -> 
excretion

 Ý The abundance of active ingredients helps support the body’s immunity and helps fight bacterial, viral and 
fungal infections6,7. 

 Ý Aloe vera also contributes to the maintenance of proper intestinal function and regular bowel emptying; thanks 
to the content of natural prebiotics it helps ensure a favourable bacterial balance in the large intestine6-8. 

 Ý It also supports liver function and cleansing the body of toxins and helps maintain proper body weight and 
blood sugar levels6-9. 

 Ý The richness of amino acids - a valuable building block of proteins, including collagen - supports 
the healing of wounds and proper skin functions, helping to maintain skin firmness and 
youthful appearance7,10,11. 

Honey and oregano synergistically support the beneficial properties of aloe vera!

 Ý Honey provides the body with valuable energy, structural and regulatory ingredients that improve its mental 
and physical shape. It is a source of antioxidants, enzymes, vitamins and minerals3. It supports primarily 
the functions of the digestive tract, immune system and cardiovascular system12-14.

 Ý Honey also supports the recovery of the body after intensive physical and mental effort; it is valuable in 
people exposed to chronic stress12-14.

 Ý An addition of honey improves assimilation of mineral and vitamin ingredients contained in the product12-14. 
 Ý Oregano herb supports the effect of aloe vera in the processes of recovery of damaged tissues, helps 

alleviate gastrointestinal tract disorders, supports the immunity of the organism, contributing to protection 
against bacterial, fungal and viral infections4,15-17.

What makes DuoLife Aloes different?

 Ý The liquid form of the preparation with the preserved biological background of the components, 
facilitating the release of active compounds and their absorption into the bloodstream, as well as increased 
absorption, translate into more efficient distribution to the place of action (beneficial effect on LADME 
processes*).

 Ý The product is preserved using IHHP™ by DuoLife – (Innovation High Hydrostatic Process™ by DuoLife), a 
method based on the concept of „minimal processing”. The advantage of the method is high health quality 
and durability and preservation of the natural nutritional and sensory qualities, compared to products 
preserved by classical methods. The technological process employed is conducted at a low temperature 
(to protect active ingredients) and is based on the principle of synergy of multiple fixatives, allowing to 
maintain the highest quality of the product without using preservatives.

 Ý Natural ingredients, including the particularly valuable juice and pulp of the aloe from Mexico.
 Ý Formulation prepared in consideration of the principles of synergy and antagonism.
 Ý The product DOES NOT CONTAIN preservatives and is GMO FREE - the raw materials used to develop the 

supplement ARE NOT DERIVED from genetically modified plants. 
 Ý The product is GLUTEN-FREE - can be used by people with gluten intolerance.
 Ý Special bottle from pharmaceutical-grade glass - the dark glass protects against light and temperature 

fluctuations, and is resistant to release to the formulation of mineral substances from its inner surface.
 Ý Concentrated form – easy to use.
 Ý Umbrella brand – the effects of the liquid form are supplemented by a cosmetic with a high naturality 

index from the DuoLife Beauty Care line – SHOWER GEL, cleansing, refreshing and giving a feeling of 
moisturising of the skin.

 q The references for DuoLife Liquid Form Aloe Vera can be found on a separate binder sheet. 


